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Biting and the Young Horse 

   Certainly, a horse that bites can be worrisome. Anyone that comes in contact with the horse 

could be at risk of harm, but what if the biting is just a nibble of the clothing and there is no 

aggression? There is a fine line between allowing a young horse to explore and communicate in 

the manner natural to them by nibbling, as well as preventing a harmful habit from forming. 

    According to the book, “How to Think Like a Horse” by Cherry Hill, young horses nibble 

with their lips and grab with their teeth out of playfulness and curiosity or they bite due to 

resentment or pain. She goes on to say that hand feeding treats or petting on the nose can 

encourage biting. The ASPCA article, “Teaching Your Horse Not to Bite” also adds that horses 

often nip when they are excited or have pent up energy. And of course, it cannot be ignored that 

biting is also a sign of aggression. 

   In her article, “Biting Their Way Into Your Heart?” Anna Twinney states that the more 

information you have about a behavior the better chances you have of changing it.  The 

following is a case study based on the five days I spent with a horse that bites, in which I tried to 

figure why she behaved as such and find a way to make the biting stop.     

Aria: Her Heart is Bigger Than Her Bite 

   DAY ONE: Aria is a 3-year-old, palomino Canadian Sports Horse/Draft cross.  She is a 

Premarin foal that has been trained by Anna Twinney, founder of Reach Out to Horses (ROTH) 

and her trainers. Her biting was first noticed when she was several months old.  

   On the day that I first met her, Aria appeared in good health and had a teething bump under her 

chin.  She had a scar from an operation on her left hind leg to correct an OCD. Her persons are 

Anna Twinney and Vincent Mancarella.  Anna gave me the following information: Aria bites 

oftentimes by bumping her teeth on the person’s elbow; she has difficulties being tied; and that 

she is herd bound. I asked Anna how she wished me to correct the biting behavior and she told 

me, “Back her.” 

    My first encounter with Aria was to gather her from the paddock to perform a ROTH TLC 

exercise. She came to meet me at the gate, pushing Honeybrook, her herd mate, away to get as 

close as possible to me. She sniffed me and breathed into my face. Her ears were forward and her 

eyes were kind and inquisitive. She had a soft energy about her. She did not bite or nip me over 

the fence. To say it simply, she “had me at ‘hello.” 

   She did not resist haltering.  She was haltered in a Dually halter clipped at the bottom. As we 

walked to the ring she was calm, and displayed a curiosity about her surroundings and me.  



Honeybrook was also brought along with us and into the ring.  As we walked, Aria turned her 

head to look at her surroundings and used her lips to snuffle my shoulder, nibbled my clothing 

and sniffed my head. I backed her when she nibbled. I tried to maintain a loop in the lead line 

and not hold her head too tightly. She also would swing her head in front of me to look at things. 

I would correct her by either moving her head back to the right and if I could react fast enough, 

raise my hand by my face as if readying to make a chopping motion, so that she would bump into 

it when she turned. Also if she shoved me and I could stand without moving that was a bump and 

I didn’t correct her further. These were the correction tools I employed throughout my time with 

her. 

   There were a number of horses and students in the ring when we entered and Aria was calm.  

The TLC lesson started. We went through the different massage points and it appeared that 

Aria’s favorite was the point was under the eye. In addition, she endured me sticking my hands 

in her mouth with gloves on (stupid on my part) with only a little resistance and no biting. As we 

started to go through our paces of the TLC exercise, Aria began to grab my shirt at the shoulder 

and/or shove me with her head. I backed her when she bit (which entailed grabbing a piece of my 

clothing, never skin, and then an immediate release) and tried to correct her when she 

nudged/shoved by bringing her head straight.  I praised her for the completion of each task and 

she seemed to like it. I would also take her for short walks and the nipping would stop. A pattern 

became apparent to me. She would willingly allow me to do an exercise once and sometimes 

twice, but when asked to repeat it again, she would snatch a piece of my clothing in her teeth.  A 

particularly startling nip was when I was doing the second round of neck bends, I turned her 

towards me and she bit my shirt directly over my stomach (the area of my organs).   I could 

almost hear her saying, “Look, I did it right the first time. Why do I have to do it again?” Since 

both my hands were busy, one holding her head and the other pulling the lead line towards me, I 

just looked her in the eyes and said, “We don’t do that.”  

    She also did not have the ability to stand still for long periods of time (I’m not saying that she 

should at this age- just making an observation), and I would walk her around.  I used various 

objects in the ring to grab her attention as I led her around the ring. Stopping and performing 

TLC exercises in between the walks. We walked over cross rails with bright colors on them. She 

sniffed the colors.  I had her stop in a square made with cross rails.   I brought her to a tire and 

she sniffed it.  As time went on, and I alternated doing a TLC exercise and walking, I noticed 

that she was no longer nipping me and the shoving had lessened.  But then I ran out of new 

objects of interest in the ring to show her, so then even our brief stretch of the legs was no longer 

interesting to her and the shoving became more frequent.  I know that she was no longer 

interested in the objects, because she would stop and stand before we got to the object and refuse 

to go forward.  Again, I felt she was saying, “Really? I saw that already! What else have you 

got?”  

  I also noticed that when I was concentrating on watching and listening to Anna as she 

demonstrated a TLC exercise, Aria would nip or shove me with her head. I believe it was to 

bring my attention back to her and/or to say to me, “Let’s get on with this.”  It didn’t take long 

for Aria to figure out that after she would bite me, she’d have to back. So as soon as I would turn 

around to back her, she would start backing up without me putting any pressure on the line. 



   In addition, she would rub her face on her leg, either to scratch her face or an itch on her leg. I 

believe it was to scratch her face. 

   She was a great teacher about lead line etiquette, in that if I lost the slack loop and held her too 

tight, I got a bump or a nip.  

   As the exercise progressed, I continually tried to keep the line slack, let her move about, talk to 

her and give her verbal and touch praises. The nipping stopped entirely and the bumping 

lessened. 

   During the TLC exercise, a horse got loose and was galloping in the ring and at one point 

galloped past us at a close distance. Aria remained calm. I also turned her so that she could see 

Honeybrook, who also was calm. I praised her for her bravery and for standing.  Again I walked 

her as much as possible to keep her occupied and praised her for her calmness. 

  I was able to get her to come off the pressure and trot to me after about four tries.  I assure you 

that I was the one doing it wrong and had my eyes on her face the first few tries. However, after 

about two hours in the sun, going from my sea level home to over a mile high, and not drinking 

enough water, I became exhausted, dizzy and winded. I had to end the session abruptly to get 

water and cool off.  

 

    DAY TWO: I took the opportunity to observe Aria with Honeybrook in the paddock. She did 

nudge her with her head from time to time and shoulder her out of the way to place herself 

directly in front of me at the gate. I did not see her bite Honeybrook. This does not mean that she 

doesn’t bite Honeybrook, I just did not observe her doing it. 

   I observed Aria and Honeybrook in the ring before I entered to start the ROTH Obstacle 

Course at Liberty exercise. Aria was quite curious and investigated many of the obstacles: the 

parachute, the pads etc. Often trotting back towards Honeybrook, where she would nudge 

Honeybrook to get her attention and perhaps report what she saw.  Anna also pointed out that 

Aria’s approach to Nepal, who was in the adjacent round pen, was straight on, as compared to 

Honeybrook’s approach which was at a 45 degree angle (a more polite and less predatory 

approach for horses). 

   During my time in the ring, there was little time that I could just observe Aria, but I did notice 

two things: she was definitely herd bound to Honeybrook, to the point that they often were 

touching sides and the second thing was that when they were being asked to go over the water 

obstacle, she shoved Honeybrook a couple of times. I almost felt like she was saying “Don’t go 

there!” or perhaps “You go first.”  I’m thinking that she said, “Don’t go there!” because both 

times that the girls went to the water obstacle, Aria jumped over it, rather than walking through 

it. 

  I walked Aria back to the paddock after the exercise with Honeybrook being led beside her. She 

did not bump nor bite me.  



DAY THREE:  I wanted to see if Aria’s biting was more specific to the times that she was in a 

halter, so I decided that I would groom her in the paddock unhaltered. As I got to the paddock, 

she eagerly greeted me at the gate. It struck me that there is a child-like innocence about her. She 

has an eagerness in her approach. I groomed her without any incidents of shoving or biting. She 

was free to move about, but she did not walk away from me.  

DAY FOUR: Elaine Ackerly reported to me that the evening before while Aria was in a stall 

waiting for Honeybrook’s Starting session to be over, Elaine approached her and rubbed her 

head. Per Elaine, Aria seemed glad to see her, but then she went to bite Elaine’s arm. Elaine’s 

interpretation of this was that Aria wanted to leave the stall, so she was glad when Elaine 

approached her, but then when she did not let her out of the stall, she tried to bite her. 

DAY FIVE: My last schooling interaction with Aria was the Health Assessment. She eagerly 

greeted me at the gate, haltered easily and walked nicely to the ring (no shoving, no biting).   

Honeybrook and Excalibur were being led with us. I noticed that she had a scratch and a small 

bit of blood on her right hind and a small wound on her left hind.   

   She entered the ring calmly. There was much activity going on in the ring.  Honeybrook and 

Excalibur were there with us. She was scratching her head on her leg a lot, so her dually was 

loosened to allow more space for her teething bump. 

   As we did all the assessments, the measuring tape and height measurement instrument made 

her uneasy, but with very little desensitization, she allowed me to put the tape around her belly 

and put the measuring stick at her flank. She stood nicely for the placement of the thermometer 

and listening to her heartbeat and gut sounds.  Throughout all the assessments, I was telling her 

what we were about to do, praising her and allowing her to move about and also get a drink of 

water. As she drank water, she played swishing the water around the bucket with her lips and 

nose. 

   Towards the end of the session it was becoming apparent that she was losing interest. We had 

the footfall measurement left. I told her, “You just have to walk this line four times and then we 

are done.” As we did the measurements, her slow walk told me that she was not a happy camper, 

but she did as I asked.  As we did each line, I did the countdown for her, “Three more left.” and 

so on. I had just finished telling her that we were finished the fourth line and she was done, when 

Anna asked me a question and I stopped to listen. Aria gave me a huge shove from behind.  And 

I had to chuckle, because I knew exactly what she was telling me. “You said we were done. So 

let’s go.” The bump was the first one of the day.  Aria had not bitten nor bumped me during the 

entire exercise, until that moment. 

   Next I took Aria to the wash stall to wash and cool her down. The wash stall was outside and 

near the ring where Honeybrook and Excalibur were still located. Ann, a fellow student, was 

holding her and I was hosing her down. At first she was a little restless, but Ann astutely figured 

out that if we turned her around, she could see the ring better. Then she stood relatively still. No 

biting and no shoving.  



   I said my goodbyes to Aria later that day and I watched Michaele Dimock cajole her softly into 

the horse trailer with incredible patience, rewarding every step she made. Aria was leaving 

Honeybrook and Excalibur behind and she backed out of the trailer several times. I believe it was 

because she didn’t see another horse lined up to get in with her and she didn’t want to be alone. I 

stood and listened to her scream as the horse trailer pulled away. Normally, this would have been 

very upsetting to me and it was to a certain degree, but she was going home with Anna Twinney. 

Need I say more? 

Ways to Change the Biting Behavior: 

   In the aforementioned Anna Twinney article, she also gives possible ways to stop biting 

behavior: work vs. rest, comfort vs. discomfort, distraction, extinction and bumping. 

  The first, work vs. rest employs the round pen. Starting in the center of the pen, lead the horse 

on a short line. When the horse displays invasive or biting behavior, you send her out to the 

perimeter of the round pen to work. You are controlling her feet, banishing from the herd and 

making her exercise. Then you let her come back to the center for praise. Do some leading and 

send her out if she bites again.  Repeating the process until the undesired biting stops, lavishing 

her with praise each time she’s in the center of the pen. 

  Comfort vs. discomfort is backing immediately after the horse bites. This moves them away 

into their blind spot. 

   Distraction is anticipating when the horse is about to bite and you draw her attention to 

something else. This is effective because horses only concentrate on one stimulus or sensation at 

a time. 

   Extinction is ignoring the behavior and it goes away naturally. 

   Bumping is placing a stationary body part in the path of the horse and standing firm so they 

bump into you, thus stopping the attempt and eventually the behavior. 

Conclusions: 

   Aria is an immature and innocent horse. I’ve been told it takes 7 years for a draft horse to 

mature. She is smart, curious, playful and kind.  She has been trained well. I am certain that she 

has not been hand-fed treats. She has no fear of people. She desires connection and engagement 

with people. I think that she is saying, “I’m here for you. Be present and attentive to me.” Not an 

unreasonable request, in my opinion. Since she is intelligent, she sees no value in repeating 

things she already knows. I think Anna hit the nail on the head when she told me that TLC work 

is like “Kindergarten” for Aria. In other words, her learning level is well past that.  She was 

telling me, “Been there, done that.” I honor her and am very grateful to her for being as patient as 

she could be with my learning process and that she stopped biting me on the first day and didn’t 

do it again. 



   Since Aria is teething, this may heighten her sensitivity to the halter. Also the halter may be 

irritating her teething bump. On Day One during TLC, she often rubbed her face on her leg. I 

believe this is because she required corrections often and the halter put pressure on her face. 

  As out time together progressed and I got better at keeping a soft hand on the lead, reading her 

signs of boredom and distracting her with walks, coupled with new experiences on Days Two 

and Five, Arias shoving and biting pretty much disappeared. The distractions worked better than 

the backing, in my opinion. It appears new experiences are what bring value to her. She is a 

young horse and her actions are in no way aggressive, but more an indication of frustration (like 

when Elaine left her in the stall) and boredom. 

   I have to note that there is a possibility that Excalibur’s presence in the ring on Day Five may 

be more the reason for her docile behavior, than any of my actions. (Just as the gelding in the 

paddock with the yearlings at Zuma’s Rescue Ranch improves their behavior.) This coupled with 

the entertainment she had watching new horses and people walking all around the ring, may also 

have been the reason the biting and shoving ceased, because she was stimulated and entertained.  

  In addition, I pondered the fact that she would grab my shoulder, not my elbow, as she does 

with others. Suddenly, it came to me. My head and shoulders are at the level of most people’s 

elbows! 

  In closing, Aria is a wonderful, inquisitive being who communicates her wishes quite well. I 

have no doubt that with a light hand, distraction and schooling sessions that bring value to her, 

the biting and shoving behavior will disappear as she matures.  She will probably always nibble, 

since she is very curious. I do not perceive this to be a problem.  

                                  

 

 

 

  

    

    

    

 

 



 

 

 

 

 


